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ancona grupa kitchen book

“Living in harmony with forms and colours”

FEEL THE

ESSENCE
Essence line gives real form to kitchens that improve everyday living
by maximising functionality. Line rests on strong personality that
using materials and technologies in an innovative way, rediscover
originality and beauty in minimalism. The full image of the kitchen is
expressed by taking maximum advantage of natural wood textures and
latest unicolor decors.
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FEEL THE ESSENCE

CARLA
Carla is characterized with essential lines that are designed to make
our day-to-life simpler with enhanced functional features, while at
the same time with eye-catching forms that reflect your refined tastes.
The main character in Carla design is the handle, designed to be a
graphic and functional sign. The interplay between natural unicolors
and feelwood elegance textures can help create a modern, yet calming
atmosphere.
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NATURAL TORTONA

FEELWOOD ELEGANCE

SAND BEIGE

PERFECT MATT

PERFECT MATT

VINO

SUPERWHITE

The feelwood elegance texture,
appeals with its timeless yet
modern ambiance. Style and
sophistication bring a light
and elegant naturalness to the
room. The fine and linear, yet
natural, texture is
synchronised with the grain of
the Natural Tortona decor to
create an incredibly realistic
finish.

The perfect matt texture has a
tactile, matt finish. Thanks to
the low reflection, colour such
as Sand Beige appear
particularly natural. The
surface is also soft, warm and
pleasant to the touch.

The perfect matt texture has a
tactile, matt finish. Thanks to
the low reflection, colour such
as Vino appear particularly
natural. The surface is also
soft, warm and pleasant
to the touch.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Superwhite decor transforms
space into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of
a worktop helps in creating
visual depth.
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QUARTZ STONE

“Enjoying the kitchen is passion”
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FEEL THE ESSENCE

TESSA
With model Tessa, kitchen area is extending into the living area. Tessa
kitchen becomes an agile organised area, where being together
becomes something to share anew every day, a place where a whole
series of concrete actions – storing, preparing, cooking – are turned
into rituals and emotions. Main features include pure flat doors, gola
profiles, the up-to-date feel of wood textures and soft touch of natural
unicolors.
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FEELWOOD ELEGANCE

PERFECT MATT

QUARTZ STONE

The feelwood elegance texture,
appeals with its timeless yet
modern ambiance. Style and
sophistication bring a light
and elegant naturalness to the
room. The fine and linear, yet
natural, texture is
synchronised with the grain of
the Natural Tortona decor to
create an incredibly realistic
finish.

The perfect matt texture has a
tactile, matt finish. Thanks to
the low reflection, colour such
as Basalt appear particularly
natural. The surface is also
soft, warm and pleasant
to the touch.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Taupe decor transform space
into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of
a worktop helps in creating
visual depth.

NATURAL TORTONA

BASALT
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TAUPE

IN LOVE WITH

FASHION
Fashion is not something that exists in dresses only. Fashion is in the
sky, in the street, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we live, what is
happening. Imagine...life is a fashion show, the world is your runway.
A single essence of fashion line is oak, proposed in colours and finishes
with horizontal graining combined with polished and opaque
lacquering to satisfy any customisation needs.
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IN LOVE WITH FASHION

LIBERTA
Minimalistic is an architectonic stylistic device of our time. Calm,
straight lined and concentrated. A kitchen that makes minimalism its
trump card, offering a new solution for functionality requirements.
Its outstanding features include its pure flat doors, gola profiles, the
up-to-date feel of the wood, the brilliant glow of modernity in the gloss
lacquers, the futuristic elegance of the matt lacquers.
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BRUSHED WOOD

PERFECT MATT

DIAMOND

PERFECT MATT

QUARTZ STONE

BROWN OAK

TARPAULIN GREY

GRAPHITE

TRAFFIC YELLOW

IMPERIALE

The brushed wood texture
combines the raw and
immediate with the exclusive
and timeless. The subtle
interplay of these opposites
provides a finish with a high
value appearance. The
irregular and very deep texture,
combined with a matt
appearance of Brown Oak,
creates an incredibly natural,
authentic and premium finish.

Grey shades are now trending
towards cooler, sometimes
lightly coloured variations.
They make up the “Glory of
Grey”, which forms an elegant
contrast to natural wood
effects.

Grey shades are now trending
towards cooler, sometimes
lightly coloured variations.
They make up the “Glory of
Grey”, which forms an elegant
contrast to natural wood
effects.

Traffic yellow is all about
sunlight, happiness and cheer
this one just speaks to give us
a ray of sunshine, something
to be hopeful about. It really
energises living space.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Imperiale decor transforms
space into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of a
worktop helps in
creating visual depth.
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IN LOVE WITH FASHION

NORA
Functionality with style. A contemporary kitchen, with leading-edge
features to suit the modern lifestyle. Where top-quality materials and
perfect organisation give free rein to socialisation and self-expression.
The main character in Nora design is the handle, designed to be a
graphic and functional mark.
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FEELWOOD NATURE

GLOSS FINISH

QUARTZ STONE

TOBACCO OAK

TRAFFIC YELLOW

IMPERIALE

The feelwood nature texture, is
characterised by its authentic
character. Knots and planking
create a natural feel
reminiscent of solid oak wood.
Even inside a room, we want
to feel grounded and closely
connected to nature. The matt
texture is synchronised
with the grain of Tobacco oak
to emphasise the sandblasted
character.

Traffic yellow is all about
sunlight, happiness and cheer
this one just speaks to give us
a ray of sunshine, something
to be hopeful about. It really
energises living space.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Imperiale decor transforms
space into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of a
worktop helps in
creating visual depth.
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TIMELESS

MATERIALS
Regarding to decors and materials, trend of continuous change and
reinvention creates a demand for both timeless decors that follow the
changes and creates a new sleekness and flexibility, as well as decors
that appear unconventional and take the personality or current life
phase of the individual with a wide variety of emotions into account.

“The realisation of individuality is a defining factor
of interior design”
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IN LOVE WITH FASHION

LUNA
Absolute minimalism, total freedom. Clear lines, nicely
accentuated by the front design without handles, contrasting matt and
high gloss materials. Refined and informal, both rational and
attractive, Luna combines and interprets materials,
sensations and contemporary solutions in an orginal way like 45
degrees recessed doors and flat gola profile.
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BROWN OAK

BRUSHED WOOD

TRUFFLE

PERFECT MATT

STONE GREY

GLOSS FINISH

QUARTZ STONE

The brushed wood texture
combines the raw and
immediate with the exclusive
and timeless. The subtle
interplay of these opposites
provides a finish with a high
value appearance. The
irregular and very deep texture,
combined with a matt
appearance of Brown Oak,
creates an incredibly natural,
authentic and premium finish.

Hearty, pleasing and
approachable neutral that pairs
well with each of other color or
wood decor. Trusted, organic
and grounded, Truffle
represent the comfort and
luxury of simply being home.

Stone Grey is color that the
rest of the color palette can
literally and theoretically rest
on. Pair-able with almost any
other color or wood decor,
bright or muted and yet it
manages to remain neutral.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Ash decor transforms space
into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of
a worktop helps in creating
visual depth.
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ASH

IN LOVE WITH FASHION

SABA
When the kitchen stands out in such evident way. Elegance and
simplicity without compromise. The ability of creating an engaging
atmosphere thanks to the combination of the colours. The main
character in Saba design is handle-shaped and recessed doors in high
gloss finishes.
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PERFECT MATT

PERFECT MATT

PETROL

DESIGNER WHITE

Signal White
represents pure neutrality,
which has a cool and elegant
effect thanks to the high-gloss
surface.

Petrol color is combining the
serene qualities of blue with
the invigorating aspects of
green. Consequently it
becomes cool and calming,
strong and stable. It displays a
subtle vibrancy and
sophistication and maintains a
sense of constancy.

White is timeless
sophistication for surface
design. Beauty, strength and
versatility come naturally to
Corian®. Corian® Designer
White is a crisp, bright white
for bold design.

SIGNAL WHITE
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CORIAN

RETURN TO

TRADITION
Tradition line is intended for people with a fresh, nostalgia-free
outlook regarding the shapes of the recent past. To meet the more
sophisticated and demanding requests it is characterized by veneered
doors with embossed lines as well as framed door with
special attention to authentic handles. Our Tradition line flirts with
classic and modern, representing timeless beauty.
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RETURN TO TRADITION

DIVA
A classic composition that enriches the living area creating cosiness
and atmosphere. Homely, authentic material of painted wood emits
a feeling of relaxation and elegance, particularly in its stone grey and
premium white surface. The reduced, simple structure of the veneer
appearance is enhanced by 10 cm wide embossed lines. Its monolithic
character provides a striking living area accent.
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PAINTED WOOD

PAINTED WOOD

QUARTZ STONE

PREMIUM WHITE

STONE GREY

CRISTAL WHITE

The painted wood, builds a
bridge between natural and
contemporary design. The
delicate shapes and neutral
hues of Premium White give a
room that special something.
The surface is based on oak
with an opaque coating. With
painted wood, the naturalness
of wood gets a fresh coat of
paint.

The painted wood, builds a
bridge between natural and
contemporary design. The
delicate shapes and neutral
hues of Stone Grey give a room
that special something. The
surface is based on oak with an
opaque coating. With painted
wood, the naturalness of wood
gets a fresh coat of paint.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Cristal White decor transforms
space into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of a
worktop helps in
creating visual depth.
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“Tradition gives us a sense of solidarity and roots, a
knowing there are some things one can count on”
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RETURN TO TRADITION

QUINN
A design that chooses the combination of soft colours, leaving a
warming feeling. Tradition in its most essential form, marries a
familiar, rigourous and contemporary concept. The return of the
framed door in the kitchen design creates elegant lines, which are rich
in style, enhancing the home environment, making it more welcoming
and friendly.
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OYSTER WHITE

PERFECT MATT

PURPLE RED

PERFECT MATT

QUARTZ STONE

Oyster White is an off-white
color with a creamy cast. Its
lofty nature evokes feelings of
lightness and freedom.

A Purple Red, warm, sensual
and immediately pleasing to
the eye. Red adds a welcome
punch. Exciting and dynamic,
breeds unmistakable
confidence.

Combining an unexpected
quartz stone texture with
Base decor transforms space
into something new. The
matt-gloss effects of the stone
surface and real stone feel of
a worktop helps in creating
visual depth.
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BASE

“Each thing takes its own place without forgoing the
details that enable the kitchen as a creative space”
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